Structural Insight Into Protein Binding of Boron Tracedrug UTX-97 Revealed by the Co-Crystal Structure With Lysozyme at 1.26 Å Resolution.
Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is one of the numbers of radiotherapies for treatment of certain cancers. The ability of low-dose irradiation with neutrons or radioactive beams to provide an acceptable quality of life is an objective which has not yet been achieved; therefore it will be necessary to increase the efficiency of the neutron capture reaction by lower dose irradiation and by achieving higher drug concentrations in living cells. Drug selectivity in targeting the affected cellular compartment is most important. Molecular design and synthesis of drugs should be based on high resolution structures and analysis of specific compounds and host molecules; however, it is necessary to obtain crystals for X-ray structural analysis. Because compounds containing bulky functional groups are difficult to crystalize due to their flexibility, the method described here makes it possible to stabilize these compounds by complexing them with protein molecules. We have first solved the three-dimensional structure of a BNCT drug-protein molecule combination at 1.26 Å resolution, and discuss the nature of the interaction between a BNCT drug and the protein molecule residues.